Abstract. This paper gives a simple characterization of episodes in episode mining that are constructible from just information for occurrences of serial episodes, called serially constructible episodes. First, we formulate an episode as an acyclic transitive labeled digraph of which label is an event type in episode mining. Next, we introduce a parallel-free episode that always has an arc between vertices with the same label. Also we formulate a serially constructible episode as an episode embedded into every parallel-free episode containing all of the serial episodes occurring in it. Then, we show that an episode is parallel-free if and only if it is serially constructible.
Introduction
It is one of the important tasks for data mining to discover frequent patterns from time-related data. Agrawal and Srikant [1, 10] have introduced one method for such a task called sequential pattern mining to discover frequent subsequences as patterns in a sequential database. The sequential pattern mining has been developed by designing the efficient algorithms [9] , in particular, with a non-redundant form called a frequent closed subsequence [2, 11, 12] . While the sequential pattern mining is efficient in general, the pattern represents just a totally ordered relationship in time-related data.
Mannila et al. [8] have introduced another method for such a task called episode mining to discover frequent episodes as patterns in an event sequence that are a collection of events occurring frequently together in event sequences. In episode mining, the frequency is formulated as the number of occurrences of episodes in every window that is a subsequence of event sequences under a fixed time span.
Then, Mannila et al. [8] have formulated the episodes as acyclic labeled digraphs of which label is an event type and of which edges specify the temporal precedent-subsequent relation, and designed an algorithm to construct episodes from a parallel episode as a set of events and a serial episode as a sequence of events. Hence, the pattern in episode mining is more rich to represent temporal relationship than one in sequential pattern mining.
On the other hand, Mannila's work [8] for episode mining is known to be general but inefficient. In order to avoid such inefficiency of episode mining, the episode mining has been developed by introducing the specific form of episodes for every target area together with efficient algorithms [3] [4] [5] [6] . In particular, Katoh et al. have introduced a sectorial episode [5, 7] , a diamond episode [6] and an elliptic episode [4] . Then, they have designed efficient algorithms to extract such episodes by scanning an event sequence just once.
The above efficiency follows from the construction of specific forms of episodes from just information for occurrences of serial episodes in an event sequence, which is obtained by scanning an event sequence just once. On the other hand, there has remained an open problem of how form of episodes is constructible from such information. Note that the solution of this problem gives one of the theoretical limitations on efficiently constructing episodes, because such information is essential for constructing episodes in episode mining [8] .
We explain the above problem by using an example. Consider the event sequence W consisting of a pair (e, t) of an event type e and the occurrence time t of e described as Figure 1 (upper left). Also all of the serial episodes occurring in W are described as Figure 1 On the other hand, D 2 is not embedded into W with distinguishing an event type a in D 2 , so D 2 is not constructible from just information for occurrences of serial episodes in D 2 . Furthermore, all of the serial episodes occurring in D 3 are equal to ones in a serial episode bcab, which are underlined in Figure 1 (upper right). Hence, D 3 is not constructible from just information for occurrences of serial episodes in D 3 , because we cannot distinguish an episode D 3 and a serial episode bcab from just such information. b, c, aa, ab, ac, ba, bb, bc, ca, cb, cc, aab, aba, abb, abc, aca, acb, acc, bab, bba, bbb, bbc, bca, bcb, bcc, cab, ccb, abab, abbb, abbc, abca, abcb, abcc, accb, bbab, bbcb, bcab, bccb, abbab, abbcb, abcab In order to solve the problem of how form of episodes is constructible from just information for occurrences of serial episodes with capturing the above situations, in this paper, we formulate both an episode and an event sequence as an acyclic transitive labeled digraph (ATL-digraph, for short) of which label is an event type. Here, we adopt the transitivity to represent all of the serial episodes contained in an episode or an event sequence explicitly. Then, we introduce the concept of a parallel-free a serially constructible ATL-digraphs.
Let D = (V, A) be an ATL-digraph. 
Episodes as Acyclic Transitive Labeled Digraphs
As similar as Mannila's episode mining [8] , we assume that an event has an associated time of occurrence as a natural number. Formally, let E be a set of event types. Then, a pair (e, t) is called an event , where e ∈ E and t is a natural number which is the (occurrence) time of the event. For a set E ⊆ E of event types, we denote {(e, t) | e ∈ E} by (E, t).
An event sequence S on E is a triple S, T s , T e , where
is an ordered sequence of events satisfying the following conditions.
1.
Here, T s and T e are called the starting time and the ending time of S. In particular, a window in an event sequence S = (S, T s , T e ) is an event sequence W = (w, t s , t e ) such that t s < T e , T s < t e and w consists of all of the events (e, t) in S where t s ≤ t < t e . Mannila et al. [8] have formulated an episode as an acyclic labeled digraph. On the other hand, in this paper, we formulate an episode as an acyclic transitive labeled digraph. Note that we adopt the transitivity to represent all of the serial episodes contained in an episode explicitly. Then, we prepare some notions for digraphs necessary for discussion bellow according to [4] .
A digraph (or a directed graph) D = (V, A) consists of a finite, nonempty set V of vertices and a (possibly empty) set A of ordered pairs of distinct vertices. 
− denotes an acyclic labeled digraph obtained by removing an arc (u, v) ∈ A such that there exist arcs (u, w) ∈ A and (w, v) ∈ A from A as possible. Note that D − is uniquely determined for every ATL-digraph D.
In this paper, we formulate an episode as an ATL-digraph of which label is an event type. Also Mannila et al. [8] have introduced a serial episode as a sequence of events. In this paper, we formulate a serial episode a 1 · · · a n as an
We sometimes identify a serial episode S with a label sequence a 1 · · · a n of S.
For an episode D, we denote the set of all serial episodes embedded into D by se (D) , that is, se(D) = {S | S D and S : serial episode}.
Furthermore, we also formulate an event sequence S as an ATL-digraph d(S) = (V, A) satisfying the following conditions. 1. For every event (e, t) ∈ S, there exists a vertex v e,t ∈ V such that l(v e,t ) = e. 2. For every pair ((e, t), (e , t )) ∈ S × S of events, (v e,t , v e ,t ) ∈ A iff t < t .
It is obvious that, for an event sequence S, d(S) is determined uniquely.
Equivalence between Parallel-Free and Serially Constructible Episodes
In this section, we newly introduce a parallel-free and a serially constructible ATL-digraphs. Then, we show the main result of this paper that an episode as an ATL-digraph is parallel-free if and only if it is serially constructible.
Definition 1 (Katoh & Hirata [4]). For ATL-digraphs
Note that the notion of "a parallel episode" in this paper is different from one in Mannila et al. [8] . For example, every serial episode is parallel-free. In order to show the equivalence between parallel-free and serially constructible episodes, it is necessary to decompose a digraph into a certain collection of digraphs. Then, we introduce a decomposition of digraphs.
For three digraphs
Definition 3. Let D = (V, A) be an ATL-digraph. is described as the dashed boxes in Figure 3 . Figure 4 . 
We say that D has a serial decomposition if there exist ATL-digraphs
D i = (V i , A i ) (i = 1, 2, 3) and sets B i (i = 1, 2) of arcs such that D − = D − 1 ⊕ B1 D − 2 ⊕ B2 D − 3 . In this case, we denote D by [D 1 , D 2 , D 3 ].
We say that D has a diamond decomposition if there exist ATL-digraphs
Then, we can write D as Figure 5 . Here, for a set 2 } and E 4 = {v 2 } E3 . Then, we can write E as Figure 5 . Here, for a set
satisfies the following statements. Let
Since |D 3 | = |E 3 | < n and by induction hypothesis, there exist ATL-digraphs F 1 and F 3 satisfying the following conditions. See Figure 6 . 1.
In the following, we explain how to construct F 3 satisfying the statements. Since W is parallel-free and by the definition of v 1 and v 2 , v 1 and v 2 satisfy one of the conditions (a) (a) In the case that v 1 = v 2 , construct the following ATL-digraph F 3 , see Figure 7 (a).
We denote an ATL-digraph by adding arcs
Since F is parallel-free, so is F . Furthermore, we check the conditions in the statement as follows.
Since
and by the definition of E 3 and Fig. 7 . Intuitive figures of F , where the dashed box is F3 and we omit the arcs from F 1 , F D and F E to v1 and v2.
Hence, the condition 1 holds. By induction hypothesis, the conditions 2, 3 and 4 also hold. Finally, we show the condition 
Hence, construct the following ATL-digraph F 3 , see Figure 7 (b).
We denote an ATL-digraph by adding arcs 
Hence, construct the following ATL-digraph F 3 , see Figure 7 (c).
by F . Then, we can check that F satisfies the conditions as similar as the case (a). Furthermore, we can give the similar proof of the case that |D 1 | = |E 1 | = n. Hence, the statement holds.
Theorem 1. Every parallel-free ATL-digraph is serially constructible.
Proof. For a parallel-free ATL-digraph F , we show the statement by induction on |F |. If |F | ≤ 1, then F is a serial episode, so the statement holds.
Suppose that the statement holds for |F | < n and consider the case that |F | = n. If F is a serial episode, then the statement obviously holds, so suppose that F is not a serial episode. Then, there exist vertices u and v in F such that (1) (u, v) ∈ A(F ) and (2) (F, v) implies that either u is accessible to v in F or v is accessible to u in F . Then, for this v, we construct the following ATL-digraphs F 1 , F 2 , F 3 and F 4 :
For example, consider an ATL-digraph F such that F − is described in Figure 8 Then, from F , we can construct the ATL-digraphs
. By the construction of F i , it is obvious that v ∈ V (F 3 ) and u ∈ V (F 2 ), so it holds that |X| < n and |Y | < n. Also it holds that se(X) ⊆ se(F ) and se(Y ) ⊆ se(F ). Since F is parallel-free, F 2 ∪ F 3 is also parallel-free Let W be a parallel-free ATL-digraph such that se(F ) ⊆ se(W 4 ] that is parallel-free in W and embedded into W . In particular, it holds that F ∼ = Z, so it holds that F W . Hence, F is serially constructible.
Theorem 2. Every serially constructible ATL-digraph is parallel-free.
Proof. By contraposition, it is sufficient to show that, for every parallel ATL-
For such u and v, let A u and A u→v be the following sets of arcs. By summarizing Theorem 1 and 2 and by regarding an episode as an ATLdigraph, we obtain the following main result of this paper.
Theorem 3. An episode is parallel-free if and only if it is serially constructible.

Discussion
In this paper, by formulating both an episode and an event sequence as an ATL-digraph, we have introduced the concept of a parallel-free and a serially constructible episodes. Then, we have shown that an episode is parallel-free if and only if it is serially constructible. Since a serially constructible episode is an episode that is constructible from just information for occurrences of serial episodes, this equivalence result gives one of the theoretical limitations on efficiently constructing episodes.
Since the concept of parallel-free is very simple, it is a future work to design an algorithm to extract parallel-free episodes from an event sequence. In particular, it is a future work to restrict the forms of episodes such as sectorial, diamond and elliptic episodes [4] [5] [6] as target episodes, and then to design an efficient algorithm to extract such episodes.
Finally, we discuss the extension of our result to sequential pattern mining [1, 2, [9] [10] [11] [12] . Since a serial episode is the special form of a sequence in sequential pattern mining without occurring two or more event types, we can regard a sequence as a serial episode consisting of a set of event types. Then, by extending the labels of an ATL-digraph from a single event type to a set of event types, we can formulate an extended ATL-digraph for sequences. We call the representation by an extended ATL-digraph an extended episode.
Note that we can give two definitions of a parallel-free extended episode D = (V, A) if, for every pair (u, v) ∈ V × V of vertices that (A) u and v has the same label or (B) u and v contain the same event type, D has an arc either (u, v) ∈ A or (v, u) ∈ A. It is obvious that Definition (B) implies Definition (A). Also, in order to formulate a serially constructible extended episode, it is necessary to introduce the embedding relation on extended ATL-digraphs with introducing the embedding relation on the labels of vertices.
Hence, it is an important future work to solve the problem of whether or not we can formulate a parallel-free and serially constructible extended episodes preserving the equivalence between them. Furthermore, if we can solve the problem positively, then it is also a future work to design an algorithm to extract extended episodes efficiently from just information for occurrences of sequences, by restricting the forms of extended episodes as similar as [4] [5] [6] and by using various methods [2, 9, 11, 12] .
